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Goal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone home every night safely – the public depends on us!  Your friends, relatives and neighbors.





Course Objective

To gain a solid understanding of signing 
basics; including color, shape, size,  types, 
placement, safety and purpose.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today you will:Learn sign basics – Sign sizeSign colorsRetrofreflectivityMASH – Manual For Assessing Safety HardwareMUTCD



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Driver Expectancy – what happens when a sign is missing?1 – straight road ahead – no warning sign2 – turn sign is down – at r/w line3 – turn sign is ng4 – wow – driver expectancy is violated – what was thought to be a straight road turns out to be a 90 degree turn and without a recovery zone!



Course Overview

 Shape, Color and Size
Ordering Signs
 Location
 Hierarchy
 Responsibility
 Uniformity
 Sign Inventory
 Sign Trucks 



Signing Policy

 June 14, 2014 – Plan deadline
 Adopted Sign Maintenance System
 Sign Maintenance Budget
 Signs are an Asset



There are No Sign Police

Jurisdictions will not be cited and/or 
penalized by any enforcement 
agency.

Citizen Response  - Encourage 
Neighborhood Watch – Users are part 
of the team.

“Enforcement” will come via the legal 
system.  (i.e. claims and suits filed by 
injured parties - tort law)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FHWA believes that the selection of a reasonable method for maintaining sign retro might serve to defend agencies in tort liability claims and litigation.Public agencies that demonstrate a reasonable maintenance policy as outlined in the MUTCD should be better equipped to successfully defend against tort litigation claims involving improper sign retroreflectivity.  



MUTCD
Manual on Uniform 
Traffic Control Devices

Book sponsors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
State recognizes MUTCD as the governing standard for state – hence, also governs counties and townships.  Part 5 is for Low-Volume RoadsMUTCD Principles:�Fulfill a need; Command attention; Convey a clear, simple meaning; Command respect from road users; and Give adequate time for proper response. Bullet proof vs bullet resistant:Shall = MUSTShould = up to engineering judgementMay = up to your discretionSTOP signs are red. Speed Limit signs are black and white. Warning signs are yellow, signs in construction zones are orange, guide signs have a green background and recreation signs have a brown background. Why?���The next time you see a STOP sign, ask yourself this question: are you reading word STOP, the vibrant red color, or the octagon shape? The answer is likely a combination of the three. When we view a sign, we interpret its color and shape just as much as we do its message. Using a standard color scheme helps drivers understand how to react to a sign before they are able to read it. Uniformity, in combination with visibility, helps to increase driver response times and improve safety on the road.�The MUTCD establishes 13 colors that have been identified for use on traffic control devices; eleven of these colors have established uses and can be seen on the road today. Two additional colors, Coral and Light Blue, have been designated for use on traffic devices but have not yet been assigned meaning. What meaning would you assign to Coral and Light Blue? 



Low Volume 
Roadways

 Section 5A.01 Function

 Standard:

 01 A low-volume road shall be defined for this Part of the Manual as follows:

 A. A low-volume road shall be a facility lying outside of built-up areas of cities, towns, and

 communities, and it shall have a traffic volume of less than 400 AADT.

 B. A low-volume road shall not be a freeway, an expressway, an interchange ramp, a freeway service

 road, a road on a designated State highway system, or a residential street in a neighborhood. In

 terms of highway classification, it shall be a variation of a conventional road or a special purpose

 road as defined in Section 1A.13.

 C. A low-volume road shall be classified as either paved or unpaved.

 Support:

 02 Low-volume roads typically include agricultural, recreational, 
resource management and development such as mining and logging 
and grazing, and local roads in rural areas.

 Guidance:
 03 The needs of unfamiliar road users for occasional, recreational, and commercial transportation purposes

 should be considered.

 Support:

 04 At some locations on low-volume roads, the use of traffic control devices might be needed to provide the road

 user limited, but essential, information regarding regulation, guidance, and warning.

 05 Other Parts of this Manual contain provisions applicable to all low-volume roads; however, Part 5 specifically

 supplements and references the provisions for traffic control devices commonly used on low-volume roads.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MUTCD definition :The SUPPORT section of this Standard is very useful. Individual states may have a more specific definition of low-volume roadways.Course will focus on low volume roads, less than 400 ADT.



Duties of Road Agencies

 Provide Reasonably Safe Roads

Warn of Existing Hazards



Reasonable Person

 Engineering Study – Engineering Judgement
 Reasonable expectation
Ministerial Duty (i.e., must follow the signing ‘law’ –

MUTCD); Discretionary Duty
 Roadway Standards
 Improve what is right and correct what is wrong
Minimize signing – right sign at the right place

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recognize Liability  - Discretionary duty is defined as "one requiring the exercise of judgment in its performance, in contrast to a ministerial duty, which is one where nothing is left to discretion--a simple and definite duty, imposed by law, and arising under conditions admitted or proved to exist.” Crowell v. Kirkpatrick, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 105410 (D. Vt. Sept. 14, 2009) Ministerial - Done under the direction of a supervisor; not involving discretion or policymaking.Ministerial describes an act or a function that conforms to an instruction or a prescribed procedure. It connotes obedience. A ministerial act or duty is a function performed without the use of judgment by the person performing the act or duty.Ministerial duty refers to the official duty of a public officer wherein the officer has no room for the exercise of discretion, and the performance being required by direct and positive command of the law.The powers and duties of public officers are, in general, classified as ministerial and discretionary. The character of a duty as ministerial or discretionary is to be determined by the nature of the act to be performed, and not by the office of the performer. Official duty is ministerial when it is absolute, certain, and imperative, involving merely execution of a specific duty arising from fixed and designated facts; that a necessity may exist for the ascertainment of those facts does not operate to convert the act into one discretionary in its nature. [State ex rel. School Dist. v. Ellis, 163 Neb. 86 (Neb. 1956)].



Uniformity - Trail to Interstate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is uniformity?Good way to explain the driver’s needs is via a simple analogy:What is your favorite sport?  Hockey, of course.  Uniformity means same puck size, same nets, same rink configuration.  Roads are the same, drivers expect uniformity in roadway section with notices (i.e., warning signs, ect) when conditions vary.Provide positive guidance, add signs when visual information is not readily available and when conditions vary (i.e., not Uniform).



Driver Expectation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right turn?Don’t violate driver expectation.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
NEW CHAPTER, chapters breaks = blue background.  These are 10 second slides – meant only to transition to a new topic.  The info for the Chapter will be included in subsequent slides.  Chapter - At first, color signing and shapes seem random.  Not at all.  Let’s explore the logic behind signing and the way that the MUTCD guides us.



Color

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The MUTCD is the National Standard for all traffic control devices installed on ALL roads open to public travel.Color:RegulatoryWarningConstruction/Work ZoneInfo





Flag page 30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 30 –This is the first page to flag – walk participants through the process – get everyone started.  Watch for flag page info.Make a game of spotting the flags – have participants let the class know when they see this note.



Yield Signs are Yellow

1. True
2. False



Regulatory Signs

STOP Signs

YIELD Signs

SPEED LIMIT Signs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stop signs are of the utmost importance.  Need to replace as soon as possible.  If a Stop sign is down or damaged replace it immediately.  Always carry extra Stop signs.  Yield signs should be treated the same as a Stop.  Speed Limit signs are required to inform the traveling public of the legal speed limit. Regulatory signs should be installed as a stand alone sign and not combined with any other type of sign. 



Regulatory Signs

Flag Page 120

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 120



Warning Signs

Advance Stop Signs

Railroad Crossing Signs

Curve Signs

 Intersection Signs

Advisory Speed Plaques

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are just a few Warning Signs. Are Always YELLOW background w/ BLACK letters.



Flag Page 122 and 126





Guide Signs

 Distance and Destination Signs

 Route Markers

 Service Signs

 Information Signs





Only alternatives to the green 
background color for Street Name 
signs are blue, brown, or white*

•A black legend shall be used if a white background is used, 
otherwise the legend color shall be white

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new requirement is added to expand and limit the only acceptable alternatives to green for the background color of Street Name signs to blue, brown, or white to eliminate a wide variation in practice among jurisdictions.  The white background is only allowed with a black legend.  The sign shown at upper left is not allowed.  A new OPTION is also added allowing the border to be omitted, as is common practice for post-mounted street name signs.  Sometimes inappropriate colors are being used, because these are colors reserved for other traffic control device messages, or the colors used have poor contrast ratio between legend and background.  The alternatives allow flexibility for communities in more densely developed areas to distinguish among themselves, providing additional navigational cues to road users.



Exempt Signs

 Parking/Standing/Stopping
Walking/Hitchhiking
 Adopt-A-Highway
 Blue or Brown Backgrounds
 Exclusive Use of Bikes or Peds
 Note: Must still meet other requirements in MUTCD

(inspections, retroreflectivity, etc.,)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all the signs have to meet the minimum levels.  Here is a list of exempt signs.  NOTE: Although some Blue and Brown signs are just as important as those signs impacted by the new requirements, when the rule-making process commenced to add the minimum retroreflectivity levels into the MUTCD, the research to develop minimum retroreflectivity levels for blue and brown signs was not completed.  That research IS NOW COMPLETE and there is a table of blue/brown retro values available.However, before being added to the MUTCD, the process will have to go through Federal Register rule-making, just like any change or addition to the MUTCD.  Which will occur as soon as the Pavement Marking retro rulemaking is complete (~Dec 2011).   



Fluorescent yellow-green color

Optional for pedestrian, bike, and playground signs

Required for school and school bus signs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The use of a fluorescent yellow-green background is changed from an option to a requirement for school and school bus warning signs.  The option to use to a fluorescent yellow-green background for warning signs associated with pedestrians, bicyclists, and playgrounds is retained.  FYG provides enhanced conspicuity, particularly during dawn and twilight periods. In the intervening years since the fluorescent yellow-green background color was introduced as an option, most highway agencies have adopted policies to use this color for school warning signs and many have also decided to use it for all warnings associated with pedestrians and bicycles. This change will provide more uniformity and consistency in school warning signing. (See also Part 7)Preamble item #112



Fluorescent 
Yellow-Green – Grandfather Rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review Grandfather rulesAmidon – new std vs past std colors.Share how MUTCD improvements are made.  Which signs look better?  Rules are not retroactive.



Which Sign is the Most Important?

1. Curve Sign
2. Street Sign
3. Stop Sign



 For rural roadways with a speed limit of 25 mph to 
65 mph a letter height of 6” is appropriate.

 In urban areas where sign spacing is limited the use 
of smaller letters is allowable.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Higher speed = bigger lettersOn US Hwys 8” legends.  Check the MUTCD for legend sizes for a particular roadway.  Major interchanges along freeways is different than Minor interchange.The size of guide sign legend is dependent on the speed of the roadway.On a freeway or expressway, where speed limits are higher, letter sizes are much larger to allow the roadway user sufficient time to read the message, understand the message and make an appropriate decision.



 Page 140 2009 Edition

 Standard:
 02 Design layouts for conventional road guide signs showing interline 

spacing, edge spacing, and other specification details shall be as shown in the 
“Standard Highway Signs and Markings” book (see Section 1A.11).

 03 The principal legend on guide signs shall be in letters and numerals at 
least 6 inches in height for all upper-case letters, or a combination of 6 inches 
in height for upper-case letters and 4.5 inches in height for lower-case letters. 
On low-volume roads (as defined in Section 5A.01) with speeds of 25 mph or 
less, and on urban streets with speeds of 25 mph or less, the principal legend 
shall be in letters at least 4 inches in height for all upper-case letters, or a 
combination of 4 inches in height for upper-case letters and 3 inches in height 
for lower-case letters.

 Guidance:

 04 Lettering sizes should be consistent on any particular class of highway.

 05 The minimum lettering sizes provided in this Manual should be exceeded 
where conditions indicate a need for greater legibility.

Urban Signing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Low Volume <= 400 ADT



https://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/





 How to order signs
 How signs are made
 New sign layouts
 Samples 
 Sheeting thickness
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Color?Offset?



F

Flag Page 29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 29



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visibility – night, inclementShape denotes condition – driver notification.Stop and yield are critical signs and as such it is imperative that the shape be visible at all times.



DO NOT obscure the shape of 
STOP or YIELD signs



Signs mounted back-to-
back with STOP or YIELD 
signs should stay within the 
edges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The recommendation that a sign mounted back-to-back with a STOP or YIELD sign should stay within the edges of the STOP or YIELD sign is clarified, and guidance is added that says the size of the STOP or YIELD sign should be increased, if necessary, to accomplish this recommendation. This is to assure that the shape of these critical intersection right-of-way signs can be discerned from the opposite direction of approach. These changes also clarify the existing language that resulted in confusion amongst some practitioners regarding the placement of messages on the back of STOP and YIELD signs.



Flag Page 47

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 47



Size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Size – Perception time – speed base sizing – signs and letteringImportance – increase for key messages



Presenter
Presentation Notes
NDDOT’s Traffic Operations Manual provides great information on intersection improvements.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK to have different sized signs?OK to have sign on left side?What other signing enhancements can be considered for a stop condition to increase driver awareness?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
New standard is ALL WAY.





What is the Offset and Height for Rural Sign Placement?

1. 14 ft. & 6 ft
2. 12 ft. & 5 ft.
3. 10 ft. & 5 ft.
4. Whatever fits



Flag page 37 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag page 37 With minimum 5’ to bottom of the sign – may want to place at 5.5’ or 6’ for pavement and gravel added lifts.Hand level review.  Note 4’ for advisory plate.



Offset and Height



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Too far out!!   12’ is the minimum offset distance.  Should target a maximum – 16”? 18’?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Urban – higher sign height.  Why?  Parked vehicles.  



Intersection Locations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OffsetHeightAdvance NotificationFlag Page 38Unmarked Intersection – all intersections do not need to be marked.  Review examples and standards used.



Flag Page 77

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 77



Layout

Flag Page 82 and 167Flag Page 47

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 47



Flag Page 168 and 169Flag Pages 168 and 169

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 168 and 169



Flag Page 38







Land Ownership - Jurisdiction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes well meaning people will install signs along a roadway.  Or they are unhappy with traffic conditions and take matters into their own hands.  The legal ramifications of allowing these signs to remain in place is significant.  NOT ALLOW this to happen.  Look at the pipe these are not crashworthy.Review private and political jurisdictionsPrivate signs on public r/w –generally not allowed.  If they are installed and agency allows them to stay up, the agency accepts the liability.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
To close to the curve – advance notice should be 400’ back.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Railroad property = Railroad responsibility.  Note that the rr sign in the foreground is owned by the City  - high risk with a deficient sign.Truck route and turn – should be the same colorAdvance RR – NG!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may be able to see this sign during the day, but I guarantee you WOULDN’T see it at night.  Mix  of regulatory and warning signs. Big NO NO.  What about the vertical height requirements?





Sign Down!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public is at risk!!!



Public Participation
(a.k.a., neighborhood watch)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a key class component.Working with the Sheriff’s department and emergency responders.  Do you know and work with your Sheriff?  Review site concerns.Systemic Safety review – Safety Audits.  Driver expectancy!Review example of roll-up signs.



Do You Have a Sign Policy?

1. Yes
2. No
3. Working on one



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sign died a long time ago.  How would the courts rule?



Action Required?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Action required?When?





Graffiti - Damage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ant graffiti covering – 3M product clear coatingOFF bug spray ????



Road Design Factors

 Vertical Curves
 Horizontal Curves
 Sight Distance
 Ball Bank Indicator
Clear Zone



Speed Variances

Flag Page 79

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 79



Advisory Speed Plates





Curve or Turn?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Turn sign should be used instead of a curve sign in advance of curves that have advisory speeds of 30 MPH or less.



NDDOT Design Manual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NDDOT Clear Zone Info



Other Clear Zone Considerations

 Curb does not change the clear zone
 Low speeds such as 25 mph have a clear zone
 Trees size in clear zones should be considered at maturity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
25 mph is the same as 40 mph or less as shown in Table 3.1 of the Roadside Design Guide.Trees planted in clear zone may be less than 4” when planted but are larger at maturity.Curbs are not considered a roadside safety feature since they can be easily mounted by an errant vehicle; hence, their presence does not alter how clear zone is measured.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tree in clear zone – risk?Safe clear zone – errant vehicle could safely traverse the in slope.  Nice recovery zone.







Vegetation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vegetation grows – watch for visibility!



Prior to ALL Sign Installations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A must do prior to any signing activities.



Types of Sign Posts

 Wood 
 U-channel
 Square 
 Pipe
 I-beam

Presenter
Presentation Notes
National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report  350 – MASH – Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware.Wood post – 4”x4” will break on its own.  Anything larger needs to have holes – perpendicular to the roadway.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Breakaway Bases (NCHRP 350) or MASH – new standard = Manual for Assessing Safety HardwareBreakaway bases are needed if the sign is in the clear zone.NCHRP = National Cooperative Highway Research Program If sign is in the ground and is NCHRP-350 approved, can replace with same.  If new sign installation, need to meet MASH criteria.Square Tube – Direct Installation, Breakaway Installation, Super Strength Installation and Slipbase Installation.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often when the slip base sign has been hit the base itself is damaged. So now we have to replace the base as well.  One reason the base is damaged is the fact that the bolts in the bases have been over torqued.  All bolts should be torqued to specs.Slip base on right.  Follow torque specs.



Sign Post Crash Test Videos

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crash Test videos from Bob Bielenberg - Research Associate Engineer and Jennifer D. Schmidt - Midwest Roadside Safety Facility University of Nebraska-Lincoln







Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does this meet breakaway safety standards?Action?Timeline?



Candidates for Removal

These signs do not convey a 

clear, simple message and don’t 

provide the driver with any 

guidance relative to an 

intended action.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Limited sight distance signs have never been proven effective at either reducing crashes or changing driver behavior. B1:�� **If you have any of these signs (or are ever considering installation), 	a better idea would involve adopting ordinances that prohibit land owners from planting trees 	or shrubs that impair visual sight lines at street or driveway intersections and that allow city crews to enter private property to trim landscaping in cases where there is a danger to the public.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical message.



Temporary Response Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flags, cones, ect… temporary!!!  Type 3 barricades, other solutions?





Object Markers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 109



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guide direction?  Identify problem.  Now add inclement weather – advance slide.  What message does the object marker give the driver?  Note fixed objects – RR ties.



Chevron signs may be 
mounted at 4-foot height

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A minimum mounting height of 4 feet for the Chevron Alignment sign is added as an exception to the normal minimum mounting height for signs.



Typical Spacing
of Chevron signs

Advisory Curve Sign
Speed Radius Spacing
(mph) (feet) (feet)

15 or less Less than 200 40
20 to 30 200 to 400 80
35 to 45 401 to 700 120
50 to 60 701 to 1,250 160

More than 60 More than 1,250 200

Flag Page 85

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 85A new table is added to provide spacing criteria for Chevron Alignment signs, based on research by TTI.The sign spacing is guidance and may be adjusted based upon engineering judgment of field conditions.



Flag Page 171

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 171Changes to roadway section.When to sign?How to sign? 



Delineators



Does Your Entity Use Delineators?

1. Yes
2. No
3. I have no clue



There are No Sign Police

Jurisdictions will not be cited and/or 
penalized by any enforcement 
agency.

Citizen Response  - Encourage 
Neighborhood Watch – Users are part 
of the team.

“Enforcement” will come via the legal 
system.  (i.e. claims and suits filed by 
injured parties - tort law)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FHWA believes that the selection of a reasonable method for maintaining sign retro might serve to defend agencies in tort liability claims and litigation.Public agencies that demonstrate a reasonable maintenance policy as outlined in the MUTCD should be better equipped to successfully defend against tort litigation claims involving improper sign retroreflectivity.  



Key Points to Remember
MUTCD does not make you install any particular device.

 It was always a good idea to keep your signs in good 
shape – now it is required.

 Regulations require agencies to select a maintenance 
method and engage in a program to maintain minimum 
levels of sign retroreflectivity. 

Get started on this effort TODAY!

 You are encouraged to work with your elected officials 
to develop a policy to guide your sign maintenance 
program.  

 Develop an implementation process.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
B 4:  The policy would establish direction for your staff and support statutory DISCRETIONARY IMMUNITY.B5:  Create one of your own or modify another 	but make sure to include exercising engineering judgment and 	to create some kind of written record regarding signs to remain and signs to be removed 	– this supports establishing OFFICIAL IMMUNITY for your agencies actions.



Process Steps

 Build an inventory list
 Assess condition
 Replace deficient signs
 Develop annual budget





 Flexible bridge end markers
 Preventative maintenance - signs & bases
 Flashing signs
 Automated crosswalks
 Making your own signs
 Design worksheets



Conspicuity
(to make more noticeable)

 Sign Posts
 Trailers
 Allowance to better 

announce a roadway 
condition

Flag Page 35

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flag Page 35Conspicuity – neat word.  Impress your friends.   Have group practice saying Conspicuity.  Prize for best effort?Review – progressive enhancements  -– stopped intersection  - first, larger signs  - second, advance warning – third opposite side road secondary stop – fourth beacon or flashing stopTrailer tape.Sign post – tape color must match the sign color.  Red tape for a red stop sign.



Flags – Old School?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4’ lath and flag – all blades, pickups, etc… should have a lathe ready to delineate a hazard.  Time critical to flag (i.e., notify the driver of a hazard) and as time critical to return to repair the hazard or better sign the hazard.









Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solar powered signs – smart signs.


















Anti-theft measures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expanding bolts and blend aluminum rivets – Bolts or nuts that require special tools to remove (fluted or star bolts) – Nuts with shear off heads – Hammering down excess bolt – Welding the nut.



Sign Placement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When installing a signs you should be aware of the requirements for its position on the roadside. Lead into sign offset and height and location



Worksheets





 Paper Inventories
 Inventory Programs
 Truck and Shop Inventories
 Sign Stickers



Sign Inspection: Data to Collect
Sign Type (MUTCD Code, R2-1, speed limit)

Sign Description (Speed Limit 45)

Size

Location (intersection of…, or GPS)

 Installation Date
Accident / Maintenance History

Make note of: sign repairs, installations, response to complaints, 
observed deficiencies, etc.

 Inspection Results
 Date, Condition, Retro Value, Cleanliness, Obstructions, Visibility

Support Type (Post and mount)

Other panels on same post





AcquiSIGN – Road Sign Management

http://my.acquisign.com

 The AcquiSIGN Road Management 
Program allows users to manage signs in 
the field using an iPad as well as in the 
office through the web based 
application.  In addition to being able 
to mark signs that require immediate 
attention (red flag), a history record is 
created every time a sign panel is 
added or edited.

http://my.acquisign.com/


Sign Management Solutions
Cambridge, Minnesota

Since September, 2010



North Dakota Counties
Using AcquiSIGN

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

Minnesota             South Dakota             Texas             Illinois              
Kansas



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

Current MUTCD Retroreflectivity Requirements

The compliance date of June 13, 2014 applies only to the 
implementation and continued use of an assessment or 
management method that is designed to maintain regulatory 
and warning sign retroreflectivity at or above the minimum 
retroreflectivity levels.

(Section 2A.08 of 2009 Edition of the MUTCD Manual)



The Acquisign Process …..
iPad Cellular Connection

‘ONLINE’

iPad

3G/4G 
cellular

AcquiSIGN 
Server



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

iPad Add a Sign

** Easy to Use

** Accurate

** Instant

** Efficient



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

iPad Add a 
Sign
** Easy to Use

** Accurate

** Instant

** Efficient



The Acquisign Process…..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

iPad Add a Sign
** Easy to Use

** Accurate

** Instant

** Efficient



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

iPad Add a Sign

** Easy to Use

** Accurate

** Instant

** Efficient



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

Laptop Map



Other Acquisign Features

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

** Offline Mode

** Web Application
- Excel and PDF Reports
- Sign History Reports

** Priority Sign Designation



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

How does ‘OFFLINE’ mode work?
1. In the office (wifi or 3G/4G cellular signal) road sign 

data and a map are downloaded to iPad

2. In the field, sign data is entered into the iPad, 
including optional photo are stored locally  (No 
cellular signal needed).

3. Back in office, using wifi or 3G/4G cellular signal, 
new and edited sign data is uploaded to 
AcquiSIGN servers



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

Jeff Baranko      
(Billings County, ND  - 9/2014)

“…. I use the ‘Offline’ mode 
frequently, as Billings County has 
some areas where there is little or 
no cellular service ….”



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

Laptop Custom Report
- PDF or Excel (shown)
- Create using search and sort filter
- Any or all sign attributes can be included in report



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

“PRIORITY” Sign Designation
Why?
- Sign panels or support structures that need IMMEDIATE 

ATTENTION!
- Repair or replace defective or missing sign panels or support 

structures
- Examples:

* Stop or Yield signs that are missing, knocked down, or 
obstructed

* Regulatory or Warning signs that are defaced (e.g. 
bullet holes, paint)

* Signs that do not comply with MUTCD standards 
regarding location, placement, or retroreflectivity

* An informal ‘Work Order’
- History Records created for all ‘Priority’ work done 



Cellular iPad Data Collection Option
Process …..

The Acquisign Process 
…..



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option



The Acquisign Process …..

Existing Road Sign data

translate

Third party app

Electronic database

import

AcquiSIGN servers



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

Main iPad Features

1. Edit Sign Data
2. Add a New Sign (Drag and drop)
3. Delete a Sign
4. Reposition a Sign (Drag and drop)
5. ‘OFFLINE’ Feature
6. Identify “Priority” signs that need  

immediate attention



The Acquisign Process …..

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

Main Laptop Features

1. Edit Sign Data
2. Add/Delete/Reposition a Sign
3. Generate Sign Attributes and

History Report (PDF and Excel)
4. Batch Edit and Group Signs

sharing same support structure
5. Manage “Priority” signs



Why Use AcquiSIGN?

Cellular iPad Data Collection Option

1. Sign data is maintained in remote servers,
accessible anytime, anywhere with wifi access.

2. You are provided, accurate, up to date, easily 
accessible road sign data.

3. History records for each sign allow you to: 
a. analyze road sign costs
b. determine replacement schedule 
c. insure against future possible litigation

4. Replace and/or repair “priority” signs within a 
very short period of time

5. Access data that is secure with daily backup 



AcquiSIGN License

Included…
•Remote Data Access

A single database accessible from anywhere with cellular or internet 
connection!

•OFFLINE Functionality
Use the iPad anywhere within your municipality, with or without cellular 
connectivity.

•All software upgrades
iPad upgrades available in App store and the web based laptop version 
always provides latest edition of AcquiSIGN software.

•Daily Data Backup
Your data is always safe and secure with AcquiSIGN!



AcquiSIGN Trial

How to Test AcquisIGN in your municipality
1. Acquire an iPad with cellular connectivity and download the free 

AcquiSIGN application from the App Store.  **AcquiSIGN can provide you 
with an iPad to use for testing

2. AcquiSIGN will set up a ‘User’ and ‘Password’ for your municipality.  The 
provided contact person can begin using the iPad in the field and the web 
application to begin adding road sign inventory.

3. Your only cost is to add the iPad device to your cell phone provider.

4. All personal using the program in the field should view the online videos 
in the my.acquisign.com web site before beginning inventory

5. AcquiSIGN will provide cell phone support during the first couple days 
during the trial period.

6. If you have your signs in some other electronic format, AcquiSIGN can 
probably import a sampling of those signs to use during testing.



What is the cost of using AcquiSIGN?
License Fee
A One Time license fee is $1,500
The license fee includes the first year maintenance fee

Yearly Maintenance Fee
This is a yearly fee that starts at the beginning of the second year of 

service.
The fee is in the range $450-$600/ year depending on the number of 

signs in the county/municipality
What does the yearly maintenance fee cover?

1. All upgrades to both the iPad and laptop versions of 
AcquiSIGN
2. Support to all customers via email or phone
3. All storage cost for all customer sign data, including photos

Other Miscellaneous Costs
- A Refurbished iPad costs approximately $300 - $400
- The Additional device should be added to your cell phone provider



AcquiSIGN Services 

Other AcquiSIGN Services

1. Importing of sign data customers currently have in another electronic format.
- Import retroreflectivity readings 
- Fee based on an hourly tech rate
- Estimates available

2. Gather road sign data in the field
- Data can be any road sign attributes including 

retroreflectivity readings 
- Fee based on hourly rate plus expenses

3. Onsite training available
- Fee based on daily rate plus expenses



AcquiSIGN demo and training 
videos

my.acquisign.com



What to do next?

Contact us for more information and a trial run
AcquiSIGN, LLC
612-460-1504

612-940-6016 (cell)
droddy@acquisign.com
droddy@usfamily.net

• 30-60 day trial period 
• iPad required with cellular connection
• A contact person 

mailto:droddy@acquisign.com
mailto:droddy@usfamily.net


Truck and Shop 
Inventories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stock for repairs/replacements



Sign Stickers

 Sticker, label, or bar-code on the sign identifies the 
year of fabrication, installation, or planned 
replacement in a sign management system.

 Identifies the owner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key to this method is being able to identify the age of individual signs. A sticker, label, or bar-code on the sign identifies the year of fabrication, installation, or planned replacement in a sign management system.By Installation/Replacement Date Sticker:          If a sign is found to be older than indicated by the maximum life noted on the sticker, then the sign should be replaced.**List an on-call number for knockdowns & misplaced signs.  





Presenter
Presentation Notes
The minimum retroreflectivity levels in the MUTCD are based onOlder drivers visionSign recognition and legibilityRural areas without background complexityWhat happens in urban areas?Measurement Standards for Road SignsThe standard used for signs is the Coefficient of Retroreflection (RA). A description of this can be found in ASTM Standard E808-91. It is defined as the coefficient of luminous intensity, RI , of�a plane retroreflecting surface to its area. The metric unit for RI is candelas per lux per square meter (cd/lx/m²).The coefficient of luminous intensity is the ratio of the luminous intensity of the retroreflector in the direction of observation, Eˆ, to the illuminance at the retroreflector on a plane perpendicular to the direction of the incident light. After taking into account all of the units and other considerations, RA is conceptually identical to the coefficient of retroreflected luminance but simpler to implement for signs. One must note that the English units for RA (candelas per foot-candle per square foot) are often used. It is also often referred to as Specific Intensity per unit Area (SIA) in older documents and specifications; use of this term should be discouraged.RA is still a ratio of returned intensity to incident illumination divided by the area of the retroreflector. Signs make the measurement of these quantities simpler because they have a fixed area. In addition, the measured geometry is arranged so that the plane of the sign is perpendicular to car headlights, thus the area does not change as fast as angles near horizontal. This makes the measurement much simpler and more accurate.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pizvdm_DbFY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pizvdm_DbFY






Headlights

DriverSign

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
XBH3PGydLV4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The light coming out of the car is luminous intensity,the light hitting the sign is the illuminance.   >Illuminance decreases with the square of the distance.<Luminance is what the brightness the driver sees.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XBH3PGydLV4


Nighttime Driving

Daytime
Many cues available

Driver task relatively easy

Nighttime
Few cues remain
Task more difficult

Retroreflectivity provides nighttime guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photos are for the same location, day/night.Daytime: drivers have many cues, they don’t even think about the driving and can probably do it relatively safe.  Cues available: guardrail, vegetation, snow banks in the winter, textured shoulders, and TCDs.  Nighttime: only retroreflective TCDs remain. With so few cues remaining at night, they become critical!  It is the retroreflective properties of devices that make them visible at night.



Retroreflective Signs

Daytime signing here is complimentary

Nighttime signing here is necessary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a look at these pictures.  How many Chevrons can you see in the top photo?  How about the bottom?  How would you rate the condition of these signs?  How about the retroreflectivity?  In the next couple hours, we’ll be going over the required ways to evaluate or manage retroreflectivity of these of signs like these.  



Older Driver Vision

 Starting at age 20, the amount of light needed to 
see doubles every 13 years
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32x
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eyesight begins to decline around age 20.  Starting at age 20, the amount of light needed to see doubles every 13 years.  It is very gradual at first.     Becomes noticeable at ~40.  



Age Produces a Different Driver 

 Field of view 
narrows

 Accommodation 
time increases

 Adaptation time 
increases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bullets = The effect of age on visual functions related to driving.Aged Drivers, one in five on our roadwaysNeed more light – a 60-yr old needs three times more light than a 20-year old.  Source:Graph from FHWAStats from National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA)





June 14, 2014

FHWA required a sign plan and implementation

Options for review:
-1) visual nighttime inspection, (60+)
- 2) measured sign retroreflectivity
- 3) expected sign life
- 4) blanket replacement
- 5) control signs
- 6) future method based on engineering study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retroreflectometer - $10k cost



Assessment Methods

 Visual night-time
 “Calibrate” eyes with calibration signs

 60+ year old evaluation

 Driving evaluation  

 Before leaving the yard, inspector visually inspects a representative of sign to 
calibrate their eyes.



Assessment Methods
Measure Sign Retroreflectivity 

2018 North Central Local Roads Conference



Assessment Methods
Comparison Panel Procedure

Tie to minimum values by comparison panels.
Small panels at near desired retro.
Clipped to sign – viewed from a distance.
Evaluate signs compared to panels
Use flashlight at night – 25 ft min distance

2018 North Central Local Roads Conference



Management Methods
 Expected Sign Life

Find the life of the sheeting in your area.
Expected life based on:

Warranty information.
Measure in-field signs, removed signs or control 

signs with known install date and compare to 
minimum levels.

Use data from weathering rack.



Contrast Ratio
 For red and white signs, there is 

a contrast ratio requirement of 
≥ 3.

 Key is to have legible signs at 
night – without washout

Contrast ratio equals:

Average of white measurements

Average of red measurements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A contrast ratio of at least 3:1 is needed.  The contrast ratio is computed by dividing the white retroreflectivity value by the red retroreflectivity value.  









 Demonstration
 Life Expectancy



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sign retroreflectivity is not an issue when the sign is new.  It’s usually only after a sign has been in the field for a long time that we start to worry about retroreflectivity.  If you leave it out there long enough, it eventually looks like this.



Retroreflective Elements

 Glass spheres and microsized prisms are the current 
technologies used to make sign materials retroreflective 

Beaded – Light reflects off coating 
behind a small bead

Cube Corner – Light reflects off 3 
sides of a prism

http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3
M/en_US/NA_roadway/safety/resourc
es/videos_demos/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retroreflective materials actually use diffused or mirror concepts to make it work. Embedded glass beads – Aluminum vapor coating causes a mirrorLight enters the sheeting cover, hits the glass bead, refracts (bends), hits the back of the bead, and light returns in the same direction it came.  (Standard glass beads = 1.5 Index of refraction;  1.9-1.92 is the best and very bright.)Microprismatic sheeting = covered w/ prism-like grids consisting of reflective cubes.  

http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/NA_roadway/safety/resources/videos_demos/


Sheeting Types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next development in sign sheeting was encapsulated lens sheeting.Type III is referred to as Encapsulated Lens,  Beads completely under plastic with an air space between the top coat and the beads.  � There is a silver mirror surface right on the back of the bead instead of a distance behind the bead. � This type is more fragile.  	**Should store HI vertically so air chambers don’t collapse.




(Type III – e.g. High Intensity)



*

High Intensity Sheeting Material











Sheeting Types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Microprismatic contains a lot of very small cube corners.   When viewed in cross-section, it looks like a bunch of saw teeth.












Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time to pull out the sheet from their handouts and review the info.If you do not know the type sheeting on your sign, use this reference to identify the specific type of material.  If you don’t know what you currently have, compare this guide to the features of your sign.  



3M Life Cycle Costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is important – life cycle costs.  Review initial and life cycle costs.



Expected Sign Life
 Find the life of the sheeting type in your area

 Replacement based on expected life for individual signs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current research – life = 12-14 years for beaded sheeting and 15-30 years for prismatic sheeting.MNROADS test facility.Signs are replaced before they reach the end of their expected service life. Expected service life  =  time required for retroreflective material to degrade to the minimum retroreflectivity levels.FHWA indicates that there is no real objective measures available           to determine when a road sign has reached the end of its useful life           for nighttime visibility, and should be replaced.



Sign Positioning 

On tangent sections - position sign so that the 
vertical axis is plumb and the horizontal axis is at 
an angle of 93° with the traffic lane which the sign 
serves.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sign PositioningTo obtain maximum retroreflection from traffic signs, yet eliminate specular glare, signs should be correctly positioned. Specular glare is the mirror type reflection which is a characteristic of any glossy surface. Under severe circumstances specular glare can make sign legends unreadable.For maximum effectiveness and to eliminate or minimize specular glare, position signs as follows:On tangent sections position sign so that the vertical axis is plumb and the horizontal axis is at an angle of 93° with the traffic lane which the sign serves.Source:3M Reflective Sheeting Sign Maintenance Management, Information Folder 1.11 June 2006



Bottom Line

Can your agency demonstrate that it is doing a 

reasonable job of maintaining minimum traffic 

sign retroreflectivity and keeping roads and 

streets reasonably safe??

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group discussion.



Knowledge Checks

What is Retrofreflectivity?
 June 14, 2014 Deadline – What did the Federal 

Government require?
Did your Local Entity meet the June 14, 2014 

Requirement?
Rural Road – sign offset = ?? Ft?
Rural Road – sign height = ?? Ft?
What does MUTCD stand for?
What is Conspicuity?



Sign Trucks and Specialty Products



Signs that you need a sign truck….
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Morton County



NDDOT
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Williams County
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Traill County
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3-D Specialties







http://thevideosolution.com/danger

http://thevideosolution.com/danger






It’s time to take back our County!!

Tap into social media 

Post a reward

Post videos about liability

Call for Press support

Deputize the citizens/kids

Kid’s Poster contest



Need Assistance?



NDDOT District Resources
Sign Crew Leads

Bismarck District

Becky Dunn

328-6942

rdunn@nd.gov

Valley City District

Ann Lockwood

701-845-8806

alockwood@nd.gov

Devils Lake District

Jay Carlson

701-665-5121

jascarlson@nd.gov. 

Minot District

Tracy Ault

701-720-5126

tault@nd.gov

Dickinson District
Ken Stockert
701-227-6521
kfstockert@nd.gov

Grand Forks District
Steve Arndt
701-787-6523
sarndt@nd.gov

Williston District
Shannon Rivers
701-774-2723
srivers@nd.gov

Fargo District
Lyle Landstrom
701-239-8972
llandstr@nd.gov

mailto:rdunn@nd.gov
mailto:alockwood@nd.gov
mailto:jascarlson@nd.gov
mailto:cschneid@nd.gov
mailto:kfstockert@nd.gov
mailto:sarndt@nd.gov
mailto:srivers@nd.gov
mailto:llandstr@nd.gov


Suppliers

 Lyles
 Newman
 3-D/Dakota Fence
 Rough Rider Industry Sign Shop
 TSS
M&R

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Suppliers know the standards and can help you purchase the correct signs – develop a relationship.



Resource
 NDLTAP website

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NDLTAP – info is available on the web or call in for help.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Class workbook – add tabs and create your own working reference for your work vehicleNDDOT Traffic Operations Manual – good resource.



Apps



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phone MUTCD app costs $5 – manual at your fingertips



Resources

 Federal Highway Administration –
www.fhwa.dot.gov/retro

 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) –
www.mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov

 3M
www.3M.com/roadwaysafety

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/retro
http://www.mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/
http://www.3m.com/roadwaysafety


Chris Rathjen,
Administrative Manager
Newman Signs, Inc
701-320-8922
CRathjen@newmansigns.com

Dave Roddy
Managing Partner
AcquiSIGN, LLC
612-940-6016
info@acquisign.com

Jason Bergquist
Highway Sign Technician
Burleigh County Highway Dept
701-214-2208
jpbergquist@nd.gov

Kevin Berg
Manager at Dakota Fence/
3-D Specialties, Inc.
701-293-8599
kevin@3dspecialties.com

mailto:CRathjen@newmansigns.com
mailto:info@acquisign.com
mailto:jpbergquist@nd.gov
mailto:kevin@3dspecialties.com


NDLTAP Technical Resource

Dale Heglund, NDLTAP Director
701-318-6893

dale.heglund@ndsu.edu

North Dakota Local Technical Assistance Program
515 ½ East Broadway, Suite 101

Bismarck, ND  58504



Presentation Partners

Copyright – NDLTAP, Dale C. Heglund, PE/PLS, NDLTAP Director – November, 2018
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